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Methods

Model Peptides
Five, small peptides where chosen for the comparison study, which adopt prototypic secondary structure
elements in solution and are well characterized, both experimentally and with MD simulations.
Chignolin
The 10 residue β-hairpin peptide Chignolin was designed by statistical considerations (1) and characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and circular dichroism (CD) experiments in solution. The
molar fraction of folded peptide at 300 K was determined to approximately 60 %. Chignolin was also
subject of numerous computational studies and the NMR-structure was reproduced by MD from the
extended state (2–7).
Mbh12
The sequence for the Mbh12 peptide stems from a combinatorial approach to de novo design a stable
β-hairpin fold in a linear peptide (8). CD and NMR experiments identified a percentage of β-hairpin
structure higher than 66% at 278 K.
Trp-cage (Tc5b)
The Trp-cage is a 20 residue peptide designed and first characterized by Neidigh et al. (9). The sequence
was optimized by mutation and folds into a compact structure consisting of a N-terminal α-helix, a
310 -helix and a hydrophobic core formed by Trp, Tyr and Pro residues. The Tc5b mutant used in this
study was found to be folded to > 95 % in aqueous solution and melts at 315 K as determined by CD
and NMR (9). The Trp-cage is considered a model system for folding simulations, displaying two-state
folding properties and a folding time in the microsecond regime (10). Tc5b has been thoroughly studied
by molecular dynamics and numerous reports of folding simulations since then have contributed to the
understanding of structural features, which govern fold stabilization and facilitation of the fast folding
(11–15).
Fs21
Originally designed by Lockhart et al. to asses electrostatic interactions in α-helices, the 21 residue
polyalanine peptide Fs-NH2 became a popular model system for helix-coil transition and is well studied,
both experimentally (16–21) and by MD simulations (22–29). Based on CD spectra signatures the peptide
was reported to be > 90 % helical in aqueous solution at 273 K (16). Controversial data is available
concerning the melting temperature. The melting point was reported at 308 K (16) and 303 K (19)
in studies using CD, while infrared spectroscopy experiments observed a larger melting temperature of
334 K, but cannot distinguish between α- and 310 -helix (18). Note that depending on the experimental
setup different N-terminal capping groups were used.
Agd1 (de novo)
We decided to include another helical peptide and constructed a short peptide sequence with a high
helical propensity using the AGADIR prediction algorithm (30), which is based on the empirical analysis
of experimental data. We derived a 13 amino acids long peptide sequence (here termed Agd1), whose
predicted helical content with protected N- and C-termini under conditions of pH 7 and 300 K is calculated
to be 50 %.

Force Field Settings
For the comparsion of force fields, we focused on variants as implemented in the GROMACS simulation
software suite:
The AMBER99SB force field (ff99SB) (31) is based on the AMBER99 force field (32), with new parameters for backbone dihedrals to achieve a better balance of secondary structure elements. The AMBER03
force field (ff03) (33) is also a variant of the AMBER99 potential with rederived charges and main-chain
torsion potentials, introducing unique main-chain charges for each amino acid. The OPLS-AA/L force
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field (OPLS) (34) was parameterized for liquid state thermodynamics and later improved by refitting the
torsion/backbone parameters from quantum chemical calculations (35). The GROMOS96 (G96) united
atom force field is continuously improved and refined. Popular examples are the G96 43A1 (36, 37) and
the G96 53A6 force field (38, 39), with the latter being the newest parameter set with adjusted partial
charges to better reproduce hydration free enthalpies in water.
All simulations were carried out using electrostatic schemes as originally used for development and in
addition, the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) (40, 41) method for comparison.
The long-range and slowly decaying coulomb potential still poses the most challenging problem to
solve in MD simulations, both in terms of accuracy and computational effort. Several methods have
been introduced to make the calculation of the non-bonded interactions in biomolecular systems feasible.
Cutoff methods simply neglect the contributions from the electrostatic interactions beyond a certain
cutoff distance. Satisfactory accuracy without making severe errors is not expected, even for large cutoff
distances. With the continuum based reaction-field (RF) (42) approach, charge-charge interactions are
calculated explicitly within a sphere of a given radius and beyond by assuming a homogeneous medium
with a certain dielectric constant. The PME method derives the electrostatic forces in a periodic system
by splitting the potential into two separate summation terms. These terms describe the short-range
(direct space)and long-range (reciprocal space) part of the coulomb potential. Both rapidly converge and
therefore can be truncated at a cutoff without losing much accuracy. For an efficient calculation of the
long-range part, the continuous charge positions are substituted by a mesh-based charge density that a
fast fourier transformation can be used to perform the necessary transformation to reciprocal space.
The MD simulations for each peptide system were performed using eight combinations of force fields,
water models and methods for treating the long-range electrostatic interactions. The cutoff distances for
the non-bonded interactions which were used with the different force fields are summarized in Table S1.
System

Force field

Electrostatic scheme

VdW scheme

Water model

ff03-PME
ff99SB-PME
43A1-RF
43A1-PME
53A6-RF
53A6-PME
OPLS-Cutoff
OPLS-PME

AMBER03 (33)
AMBER99SB (31)
GROMOS96 43A1 (36, 37)
GROMOS96 43A1
GROMOS96 53A6 (38, 39)
GROMOS96 53A6
OPLS-AA/L (34, 35)
OPLS-AA/L

PME (1.0 nm)
PME (1.0 nm)
Reaction-Field (1.4 nm)
PME (0.9 nm)
Reaction-Field (1.4 nm)
PME (0.9 nm)
Cutoff (1.4 nm)
PME (0.9 nm)

Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff
Cutoff

TIP3P
TIP3P
SPC
SPC
SPC
SPC
TIP4P
TIP4P

(0.8
(0.8
(1.4
(1.4
(1.4
(1.4
(1.4
(1.4

nm)
nm)
nm)
nm)
nm)
nm)
nm)
nm)

Table 1: Force field setting and treatment of non-bonded interactions
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Averaged Root Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD)

We performed an analysis of the root mean-square deviations (RMSD) for the peptides with experimentally determined native state (Chignolin, Mbh12 and Tc5b). Averaged RMSDs for the main chain and
Cβ atom coordinates of these three peptides to the respective NMR reference structure as function of
simulation time are summarized in Table S2. An average RMSD for each of the trajectories was calculated
over the last 225 ns. The RMSD values of the additional, three shorter Tc5b simulations were averaged
over the last 15 ns. To better indicate the trend of the performed simulations, we also list the averaged
RMSDs of the final 5 ns of each trajectory in parentheses, respectively.
The corresponding average RMSDs range from 0.15 to 0.3 nm (see Table S2).Particularly low deviations from the reference structure are found with ff99SB (0.13 nm), OPLS-PME and ff03 (0.14 nm)
for the CHI.REF simulations. Results obtained for the simulations started from an extended peptide
chain (CHI) are not only dependent on the structural similarity of the folded state to the reference, but
additionally on how fast and efficient the conformational space was sampled towards the reference conformation. The Chignolin peptide is folded to a structure very close to the experimentally determined one,
for example with the ff99SB (0.13 nm) and ff03 (0.22 nm), respectively. A high structural stability from
the prefolded state and fast sampling towards the reference therefore led to the overall smallest average
RMSDs in both AMBER force fields, irrespective of the initial configuration.
A different scenario arises from the simulations starting from the extended chain of the Mbh12 peptide
(MBH). Hairpin formation took place rather fast in all studied G96 and OPLS force field variants. The
peptide conformations were also stable from the reference structure for this group of force fields over the
simulated 250 ns (Table S2).
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The Tc5b simulations were only started from the reference NMR structure. In addition to one
simulation of 250 ns, three independent runs of 30 ns were conducted in order to check for statistical
significance of our results. All four simulations approached similar averaged RMSDs in the different force
fields, respectively (Table S2).

System

ff03-PME
ff99SB-PME
43A1-RF
43A1-PME
53A6-RF
53A6-PME
OPLS-Cutoff
OPLS-PME

average main-chain and Cβ RMSD [nm]
CHI

0.22
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.44
0.52
0.56

(0.22)
(0.16)
(0.20)
(0.23)
(0.15)
(0.23)
(0.62)
(0.61)

CHI.REF

0.13
0.13
0.26
0.27
0.23
0.21
0.33
0.14

(0.32)
(0.14)
(0.20)
(0.33)
(0.29)
(0.28)
(0.34)
(0.13)

MBH

0.58
0.53
0.34
0.42
0.44
0.33
0.50
0.33

(0.53)
(0.45)
(0.37)
(0.38)
(0.52)
(0.27)
(0.50)
(0.31)

MBH.REF

0.53
0.38
0.32
0.31
0.25
0.25
0.22
0.22

(0.46)
(0.44)
(0.35)
(0.26)
(0.29)
(0.21)
(0.17)
(0.24)

TC5B.REF

0.21
0.12
0.35
0.40
0.48
0.57
0.22
0.20

(0.22)
(0.10)
(0.45)
(0.46)
(0.52)
(0.52)
(0.22)
(0.25)

TC5B.REF.A

TC5B.REF.B

TC5B.REF.C

0.15
0.10
0.39
0.24
0.29
0.42
0.25
0.19

0.13
0.12
0.41
0.42
0.38
0.45
0.24
0.17

0.30
0.13
0.30
0.30
0.40
0.38
0.25
0.20

(0.18)
(0.10)
(0.42)
(0.24)
(0.28)
(0.48)
(0.38)
(0.20)

(0.17)
(0.13)
(0.39)
(0.42)
(0.38)
(0.44)
(0.29)
(0.20)

(0.35)
(0.12)
(0.38)
(0.24)
(0.40)
(0.34)
(0.29)
(0.22)

Table 2: Root Mean-Square Deviations from NMR reference structures as an average for each trajectory
(average RMSDs over the final 5 ns of each simulation are given in parentheses)
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Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement (NOE)

For the studied peptides the following number of NOE restraints were available from NMR, listed according to the above explained distance measure. These include short-range restraints between atoms on
neighboring residues and intra-residual atoms. Medium- and long-range restraints are defined when the
atom pairs are separated by two to four, and five or more residues in the sequence, respectively. Chignolin
(172) - 110 short, 24 medium, 38 long (1, 2); Mbh12 (60) - 18 short, 6 medium, 36 long (8); Tc5b (159)
- 105 short, 36 medium, 28 long (9). For Chignolin and Tc5b the minority of the NOEs reports on the
global, long-range structure, whereas for Mbh12 mainly long-range distance restraints were assigned. For
polypeptide conformations that transcend these long distance restraints and therefore violate the overall,
secondary or tertiary fold, one expects the largest NOE violations.
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DSSP Analysis

The secondary structure element is color coded according to the figure legend and is plotted against the
simulation time. Vertical coordinate represents the residue number of the respective peptide. The caption
denotes the starting structure of the model peptide and the employed force field variant, respectively (see
methods). For each simulation representative structures are shown, extracted at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and
250 ns.

Chignolin

(a) CHI - ff03-PME

(b) CHI - ff99SB-PME

(c) CHI - 43A1-RF

(d) CHI - 43A1-PME

(e) CHI - 53A6-RF

(f) CHI - 53A6-PME

(g) CHI - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) CHI - OPLS-PME

Figure 1: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the CHI trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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(a) CHI.REF - ff03-PME

(b) CHI.REF - ff99SB-PME

(c) CHI.REF - 43A1-RF

(d) CHI.REF - 43A1-PME

(e) CHI.REF - 53A6-RF

(f) CHI.REF - 53A6-PME

(g) CHI - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) CHI.REF - OPLS-PME

Figure 2: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the CHI.REF trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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Mbh12

(a) MBH - ff03-PME

(b) MBH - ff99SB-PME

(c) MBH - 43A1-RF

(d) MBH - 43A1-PME

(e) MBH - 53A6-RF

(f) MBH - 53A6-PME

(g) MBH - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) MBH - OPLS-PME

Figure 3: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the MBH trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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(a) MBH.REF - ff03-PME

(b) MBH.REF - ff99SB-PME

(c) MBH.REF - 43A1-RF

(d) MBH.REF - 43A1-PME

(e) MBH.REF - 53A6-RF

(f) MBH.REF - 53A6-PME

(g) MBH.REF - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) MBH.REF - OPLS-PME

Figure 4: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the MBH.REF trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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Agd1

(a) AGD1 - ff03-PME

(b) AGD1 - ff99SB-PME

(c) AGD1 - 43A1-RF

(d) AGD1 - 43A1-PME

(e) AGD1 - 53A6-RF

(f) AGD1 - 53A6-PME

(g) AGD1 - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) AGD1 - OPLS-PME

Figure 5: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the AGA trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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(a) AGD1.REF - ff03-PME

(b) AGD1.REF - ff99SB-PME

(c) AGD1.REF - 43A1-RF

(d) AGD1.REF - 43A1-PME

(e) AGD1.REF - 53A6-RF

(f) AGD1.REF - 53A6-PME

(g) AGD1.REF - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) AGD1.REF - OPLS-PME

Figure 6: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the AGA.REF trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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Fs21

(a) FS21 - ff03-PME

(b) FS21 - ff99SB-PME

(c) FS21 - 43A1-RF

(d) FS21 - 43A1-PME

(e) FS21 -53A6-RF

(f) FS21 - 53A6-PME

(g) FS21- OPLS-Cutoff

(h) FS21 - OPLS-PME

Figure 7: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the FS trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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(a) FS21.REF - ff03-PME

(b) FS21.REF - ff99SB-PME

(c) FS21.REF - 43A1-RF

(d) FS21.REF - 43A1-PME

(e) FS21.REF - 53A6-RF

(f) FS21.REF - 53A6-PME

(g) FS21.REF - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) FS21.REF - OPLS-PME

Figure 8: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the FS.REF trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and 250 ns.
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Trp-cage - TC5B.REF (250 ns)

(a) TC5B.REF - ff03-PME

(b) TC5B.REF - ff99SB-PME

(c) TC5B.REF - 43A1-RF

(d) TC5B.REF - 43A1-PME

(e) TC5B.REF - 53A6-RF

(f) TC5B.REF - 53A6-PME

(g) TC5B.REF - OPLS-Cutoff

(h) TC5B.REF - OPLS-PME

Figure 9: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the TC5B.REF (250 ns) trajectories. Representative structures shown at 0 ns, 50 ns, 150 ns and
250 ns.
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Trp-cage - TC5B.REF (30 ns)

(a) TC5B.REF.1 - ff03-PME

(b) TC5B.REF.2 - ff03-PME

(c) TC5B.REF.3 - ff03-PME

(d) TC5B.REF.1 - ff99SB-PME

(e) TC5B.REF.2 - ff99SB-PME

(f) TC5B.REF.3 - ff99SB-PME

(g) TC5B.REF.1 - 43A1-RF

(h) TC5B.REF.2 - 43A1-RF

(i) TC5B.REF.3 - 43A1-RF

(j) TC5B.REF.1 - 43A1-PME

(k) TC5B.REF.2 - 43A1-PME

(l) TC5B.REF.3 - 43A1-PME

(m) TC5B.REF.1 - 53A6-RF

(n) TC5B.REF.2 - 53A6-RF

(o) TC5B.REF.3 - 53A6-RF

(p) TC5B.REF.1 - 53A6-PME

(q) TC5B.REF.2 - 53A6-PME

(r) TC5B.REF.3 - 53A6-PME

(s) TC5B.REF.1 - OPLS-Cutoff

(t) TC5B.REF.2 - OPLS-Cutoff

(u) TC5B.REF.3 - OPLS-Cutoff

(v) TC5B.REF.1 - OPLS-PME

(w) TC5B.REF.2 - OPLS-PME

(x) TC5B.REF.3 - OPLS-PME

Figure 10: Evolution of the secondary structure elements with simulation time in the various force fields
for the TC5B.REF (30 ns) trajectories.
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5

Backbone Dihedral Analysis

The apparent differences in structural representation of the polyalanine peptide Fs21 indicated that it
might prove insightful to examine the backbone conformations in terms of sampled distributions of torsion
angles φ (C-N-Cα -C) and ψ (N-Cα -C-N).
We chose to evaluate the torsional sampling of alanine residues, which are only present in Fs21 among
the tested model peptides, and glycine and proline, as these are the most abundant in the simulated
model peptide sequences.
Histogram analysis was used to calculate normalized density plots of dihedral pairs (φ/ψ) over all trajectories produced by each force field, respectively. We then qualitatively compared occupancy and relative
sampling of φ/ψ dihedral pairs. The major low-energy regions in the Ramachandran plot, which are characteristic for prominent secondary structure elements are are shown in Fig. S11: right-handed α-helix
(αR : -70◦ ± 30◦ , -50◦ ± 30◦ ), left-handed α-helix (αL : +50 ± 30◦ , +50◦ ± 30◦ ), polyproline II (PPII :
-70◦ ± 30◦ , +150◦ ± 30◦ ) and extended β basin (β: -150◦ ± 30◦ , +150◦ ± 30◦ ) (43–45).

Figure 11: Normalized φ/ψ histogram plot for alanine, glycine and proline residues obtained from dihedral
analysis of 500 high-resolution protein structures (45).
For the alanine aminoacids of the Fs21 peptide all force fields sampled the principal regions, except for
ff03, where the αL basin is not visited and the β region only to very small extent (Fig. S12). The αL
basin is visited most with the ff99SB force field and the relative φ/ψ distributions are comparable to the
Ramachandran map obtained from statistical analysis of alanine backbone conformations in 500 highresolution protein structures (Fig. S11) (45). In the OPLS trajectories similar favorable regions were
sampled, except for the dihedral pairs in the range of -125◦ ± 30◦ , +75◦ ± 30◦ , which are not present
in the ff99SB data. In all simulations carried out with the GROMOS96 force fields, the αL is visible as
a broad feature over a large ψ range. The β and PPII regions appear as four dense states, which are
particularly high populated in 53A6 and deviate from the empirical dihedral distribution from protein
structure validation (45).
The histogram plots for the achiral glycine residues are asymmetric because of the influence of chiral
centers in neighboring residues, and left-handed helix regions are therefore more densly populated. Moreover, a large number of dihedral pairs is allowed without the steric hindrance of a Cβ , compared to all
other amino acids.
Markedly, the extended β- and αL -regions are strongly sampled in the OPLS simulations, but within
a very narrow range of φ-values (Fig. S13). In contrast, for all GROMOS96 trajectories we found a very
broad sampling of φ/ψ pairs in the glycine Ramachandran plots, which are decomposed in several basins
and deviate from empirical distributions obtained from a dihedral statistics as derived from the protein
data bank (Fig. S11) (45). For proline residues the conformational preferences are restricted to the αR
and the PPII regions due to steric constraints. Here, the obtained normalized Ramachandran plots are
more similar among the compared force fields (Fig. S14). The occupancy of the PPII region is high for all
simulations conducted with the GROMOS96 and OPLS force fields. A more balanced relative sampling
is found with ff03 and ff99SB, which is in agreement with the empirical PDB statistics for proline residues
(Fig. S11) (45).
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Figure 12: Normalized φ/ψ histogram plot for alanine residues obtained in the simulations with the
various force fields.

Figure 13: Normalized φ/ψ histogram plot for glycine residues obtained in the simulations with the
various force fields.

Figure 14: Normalized φ/ψ histogram plot for proline residues obtained in the simulations with the
various force fields.
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6

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

In the PCA projections only one broadly and densely sampled area was found for all four ff99SB simulations, which is explained by only minor conformational changes (Fig. S15 B). In the projections of
the trajectories obtained with both OPLS force field variants are mainly two visited states visible (see
Fig. S15, G and H). A transition path to a more populated cluster of structures away from the reference
was seen. The use of PME apparently decreased the frequency of larger conformational transitions, as
only the 250 ns long TC5B.REF simulation with OPLS-PME visited this phase region (Fig. S15 H).
In the Tc5b simulations with ff03, four states are sampled. One of them is exclusively visited in the
30 ns long TC5B.REF.3 simulation (Fig. S15 A, red point cloud), which also showed an increased RMSD
over the last 15 ns. The simulations of the Trp-cage with the G96 force fields showed a overall similar
trend in the PCA projections (Fig. S15, C-F ). Although partially conformations close to the reference
structure were visited, the simulations quickly explored different areas of the phase space, with most
of them distinct from the NMR reference state. The projected conformational space is decomposed in
many states and different for each of the four simulations. Moreover, the conformations with very little
native contacts were already sampled within 30 ns in most of the cases, as indicated by the several short
runs. In particular, conformational ensembles of the Trp-cage for both 53A6 variants evolved around the
reference structure as a diffuse cloud of points (Fig. S15, E and F )

Figure 15: Conformational space sampled in the simulations of the Trp-cage (Tc5b). The reference structure is indicated by the dark-red dot. Snapshots from the 250 ns trajectory are shown with orange open
circles (TC5B.REF). Conformtations of the three 30 ns simulations are depicted by green (TC5B.REF.1),
dark-blue (TC5B.REF.2) and orange-red circles (TC5B.REF.3).
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